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Matthew Richert

Galaxy
Arcadia Kust, violin

Sunset Dance
Anna Dane
Michelle Savvyer, Jessica Runck. Brian Cooley, bassoon
Karl L. Kieser

Emory May [2007)
Christine Hicks, soprano
Kevin Reeks, piano

Tango Ozul Oscuro
Scott R. Lindstrom
Jessica Boese and Lauren Themanson, clarinet
Michelle Sawyer, bassoon
Guadalupe Esquivel, contrabassoon
Scott Lindstrom, harpsichord
String Quartet No. 1
Jonathan Favero
I. Quasi Andante
II. Largo
Ill. Allegro Vivace
Jennifer Kluchenek and David Victor, violin
Colleen Doyle, viola
Kimberley Wedesky, cello

intermission
INCANTATION: Unmasked, realm of consciousness
Frater N, percussion, air
Frater M , percussion, drone

Nick Hoffman

Arlene B. Siagian

Empty Bazaars
Kevin Smith. guitar
Sara Rogis, oboe
Shannon Schultze, cello
Ryan Borden, marimba
The Voyage. The Shipwreck. and the Deep Sea
Carmen Hawkins. flute
Nick Hoffman, guitar
A Domestic Collage

Christopher Pond

Michael Gallant

Tiny Leaps [movements I and II]
Zachariah Zubow
Ken Wendt and Joel Adair, trumpet
Danielle Fisher. horn
Bradley Harris and Mel Adair. trombone
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Notes by the composers
Galaxy-a journey through the stars using technological sounds
and new age effects.
In the programmatic tango trio Sunset Dance. supplicants
entreat the setting sun to return again after it has had sufficient
rest. Passages evoke imagery of the various phases of the
setting sun- streaking colors, sun pillars. the sun's perceived
distortion as it approaches the horizon, and finally the almost
abrupt moment when the sun, at last, sinks into evening's
embrace.
·

Emory May was written for a class project. The text is based on
the first stanza of the Alfred Lord Tennyson poem Ode to
Memory. The dark harmonies hide the fact that the text has all
been changed to Pig-Latin.
Tango Dzu/ Dscuro -Now performed on professional concert
stages around the world. the tango has come a long way from
its genesis in the sleazy back-road brothels of Argentine.
However, the tango's power to attract and entice has not
diminished. Recognizable rhythms and spikes of articulation
make the tango distinctive and powerful. At times this piece
becomes a caricature of the tango and other times it mellows
out to subtle, alluring, and intertwining lines.
String Quartet No. 1 evolved entirely from two pitches: D and B.
Its identity changed often. and at times quite drastically. during·
its development.

INCANTATION-Can sound make the world rotate faster?
Memories are peculiar things. They shy away from the roads, the
halls. the fields, the homes, and the spaces that the present
inhabits. But come back on a quiet day-or better yet. a nightand witness the turning back of the clock. Empty Bazaars takes
place today, at tiNilight or dawn, some-where in North Africa. In
an abandoned and dusty market square. an old man sits and
watches the past dance.
[notes continue on reverse]

I
The Voyage, The Shipwreck, and the Deep Sea: Setting-Young
lovers set sail for a trip across the Atlantic Ocean. During their
journey a storm sets in and the weather qecomes more intense.
As time presses on, the stormy waters overtake them and
demolish their boat, leaving them shipwrecked in the middle of
the ocean. While the sun sets, the young man searches for his
lover, but she is gone. He swims deep into the sea and
eventually drowns looking for her. Not far off, her fate is the
same as she searches for her husband, but the waves crash
and silence her cries. As the music assures the situation is
utterly hopeless, the flute's melody repeats while we picture the
couple falling slowly to the ocean floor. Although their voyage is
cut short, they are later reunited in the afterlife, signified by the
music drawing to a climactic and joyous ending.

A Domestic Collage is an impressionistic, improvisational piano
solo with recorded accompaniment. The television, furnace,
electric lights. the sounds of the road through the fireplace, and
others combine to place an emotional mood that is echoed by
octatonic and whole-tone based melodies in the right hand.
Layered speech recorded from a television in another room.
appliances. and different recording methods allow the listener to
experience familiar sounds in an unsettling and unfamiliar
manner.

Tiny Leaps is a piece for brass quintet that was influenced by
many artists/ composers throughout my musical car eer, the
most influential being John Coltrane's piece "Giant Steps." If you
listen closely, you can hear it quoted in the second movement.
Many other types of music were influential in Tiny Leaps.
including progressive rock, jazz. and blues.
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